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FREEDOM
FREEDOM from fear is the freedom I claim for you, my Motherland! - - - fear, the
phantom demon, shaped by your own distorted dreams;
FreEDOM from the burden of ages, bending your head, breaking your back, blinding your eyes to the beckoning call of the future.
FreEpoM from shackles of slumber wherewith you fasten yourself to night’s stillness, mistrusting the star that speaks of truth’s adventurous path;
FREEDOM from the anarchy of a destiny, whose sails are weakly yielded to blind
uncertain winds, and the helm to a hand ever rigid and cold as Death;
FREEDOM from the insult of dwelling in a puppet’s world, where movements are
started through brainless wires, repeated through mindless habits; where
figures wait with patient obedience for a master of show to be stirred
into a moment’s mimicry of life.
—from the Indian of Rabindranath ‘Tagore.
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LIBERTY

OR

No.

FREEDOM?

@ By Josep Towers
—Resolved:

is that

freedom

America’s

To write in defense of freedom,
Is to write in defense

of man,

But to write in defense of liberty,

Is something else again.

What is this thing that is draining so much intellectual and physical energy from the minds and

bodies

of

men

sight-thinking

throughout the world? Defining it
would be something akin to limiting it. And yet, are we really in
possession of something, when the
idea of that something is hazy and
nebulous in our minds?
A case
could be made for the affirmative
of such a proposition, but it would
seem a precarious case, for a man
who knows what he wants is
more likely to arrive than the man
with a grass-hopper mind. So, just
what is it that we want to protect,

and do we actually have it?
A great man of our day has said
that,

to be free, we

must

be

free

from something, and free for something. We are not really free when
we are at liberty to do what we
want, but only when we are free to
do what we must. True freedom is
far removed from the popular idea
of liberty, for it is as Milton so aptly said: “License they mean, when
they cry Liberty.”
And

are “we”

in

this

country

truly free? The question is asked
advisedly, because it means: “are
some of us really free?”

Yes, it is

cold, logical truth to say that some

of us are. And what a blessing it is
to be able to say at least that; for
certainly these words could not
even be printed were that not so.
But the maintenance of even these
partially-shared privileges involves
constant vigilance! Why? Can it be
possible that, although freedom 1s
still firmly in our grasp - - that we
might lose it? If anyone knows
the answer to this, it is certainly
one who gets the dope straight
from the dugout.
It is J. Edgar
Hoover,

Chief

of

the

F.B.I.

Let

him speak, (from speech of December 10th): “To the Fascist
foe

must

be

added

another,

the

American Communists. . . They are
against
the
liberty
which
is
America - - they are for the license

of their own. . . Therefore it behooves us to be on guard for an
enemy that brazenly and openly
has advocated the corruption of
America. . . . (although the Supreme Court rules that: ‘the Constitution was adopted to preserve
our

Government,

not

a protecting screen
while claiming its
to destroy it.’ Of
thinks that it is

to

serve

as

for those who,
privileges, seek
course, everyone
somebody else’s

joys to see that the Constitution

isn’t violated.) As I speak to you
today, the big guns of the Communist Party in the United States

are aimed at returning veterans. . ”
Coming
shadows

events
before

them.

soon becomes

dom

- - ~- POSITIVE

A DEBATE

look

shadow

If we

democracy.

true

of a

a good

cast _ their
Let

least have foresight enough

us

at

to take

in

at the

(some

shadow;

we

for

substance.

of us)

America,

1

have Freemust

stantly supply ourselves
need for appreciating it.

con-

with a
Because

some of us are not free, it behooves

those of us who are free to keep
our eyes open - - for the same conditions that prevent one voice from
speaking; that prevent one person
from being educated; that prevent

one person

from

voting - - those

same conditions can prevent all
voices and persons from functioning as free moral agents.
Was it not Chesterton who said
that Democracy is founded on the

nature of man

as a reflection

of

Divinity? Take that away (as many
of
our
pedagogical
—long-hairs
would do) - - and then everybody
is behind the eight-ball - - because
animals have no rights.
And _because we (some of us) in America
are free to use our brains in the
American competitive system, that
is no

reason,

as

Ruskin

has

said,

that we are at liberty to take unjust advantage of others because of
a bigger brain any more than we
can do so with a bigger muscle.
The subtlety of wrongly used mental power does not palliate its illicitness.
But if most of us are free, it’s
only because somebody who went
before us wanted and willed to be
free. It is a commonplace among
us that we all want to keep the

precious freedom we have; but
wanting to keep it and willing to
keep it are ideas that are poles
apart.

Page three

So let the majority of us who enjoy freedom have more solicitude
for the minority of us who do not,
so that the majority who have it
will never end up in the same condition as the minority who do not
have it. A man with a wonderful
brain, who doesn’t worry about an
infected toe, will soon be deprived
of the use of his wonderful brain.
Most

of

us

have

freedom,

and

most of us will keep it - - but
ONLY if we care to share it while
we still have it. A few of our toes
and fingers are in bad shape, but
we're still healthy enough to do
something about it. And Sinclair
Lewis notwithstanding - - it CAN
happen here!
*

*

“THE LAND
NEGATIVE

*

OF

*

*

THE

FREE”

The question has arisen as_ to
the amount of freedom of democracy we actually do have. Do we
really have a freedom in its full
amount? ‘Taking the “Con” side
of this question I should like to
bring your attention to the fact
that if you will stop and consider
for a minute, there are many,
many laws that curtail freedom.
In California there is a law mak-

ing it illegal to set a mouse trap
unless you have a hunting license.
this

law

is antiquated

and

no longer enforced, it, nevertheless,
is still in the statutes

Page four

game,

of that

state.

after six p. m. on Sunday.

Of course you may

reply

that

these laws were made long ago and
prevail in only certain sectors. Very
true; but they do exist and they may
be enforced. Did you know that up
until a very short while before V-]

day

This
truly great
country
in
which we live has been very aptly
called called the home of the
brave’ and the land of the free.
While on the surface it is indecd
all that, did you ever stop to consider just how far that freedom actually goes? It’s very true that we
are favored by God as having more
freedom than any other nation.
We enjoy the freedoms of speech,
press, religion, and the pursuit of
happiness. We enjoy liberties that
peoples of other nations have never
known; but at the same time we
do not and could not (I am told)
have a true democracy in the real
sense of the word.

While

Right here in Ohio, Indiana, and
Pennsylvania,
there are sections
which still enforce the “Blue Laws.”
Some of these laws make it unlawful to sing, wear bright colored
clothes, or participate in games or
sports on Sunday. All business enterprises are closed on that day and
these laws are adhered to very
rigidly. ‘There are a number of our
Eastern. states that still enforce the
“Blue Law” that makes it illegal
to play baseball, our national

there was a law

making

Did you ever stop to think by
whom our constitution was written? Was it the representation of
classes

of Americans?

and

citizens,

were

still

the minority which controlled the
authorative sources of the country,
isn’t it reasonable to think that
they would naturally provide, by
means of the constitution, for their

own

interests first?

Did you know that in some of
our Southern states yet today you
have to pay a poll tax before you

can vote? Yes! You have to pay before you can enjoy that privilege
for which

so many

Americans

have

died. Did you know that here in
this “land

of the

free”

the same

our

Negro

uniform,

After
considering
these
few
things (the others are far too numerous to mention) can you still say
that

we

have

a true democracy,

a

real “land of the free?”
—J.R.
Kee
MEMORIAL

SERVICES

Services for the University of
Dayton alumni who gave their lives
for their country in the recent war
were held in the chapel on December 6. Father Charles Collins,
S.M., registrar of the University
sang the high mass which was attended by the faculty and student
body and the friends and relatives
of the sixty-nine U. D. Gold Stars.

Farmers,

merchants, factory workers and all
the other types of citizens.
No,
I’m afraid it was not. It was written largely by large property owners and the bigger business men of
that day. If our constitution was
written by men of this status who,
although they may have been great
statesmen

Didn’t he wear

fight the same battles, and die the
same death as the other Americans? It isn’t the Negro alone
either.

it

necessary for one to go through a
cerain routine procedure at the
United States Employment Service before he could go to work,
even though he and his intended
employer may have arrived at a satisfactory agreement? It was compulsory to go through this routine
regardless of whether or not you
needed its assistance.

all

citizens are denied many of the
liberties which we enjoy and take
for granted?
Until recently Negroes were refused admittance to
our downtown theaters.
In many
places they are still banned from
restaurants, hotels, and many other
establishments. Why? Is the Negro
not an
American
citizen?

x

A

PLEA

FOR

® By FRepertcA

THE

KATHERYNE

One of the most conspicuous
arguments for the contention that
we do not have freedom is repzc-

MINORITIES

BUNTON

sented

in that group

of 13,000,600

Negroes who comprise that minorA stirring and logical plea.
When,

in

its zealous

desire

to

cement relations with this country,
France conceived that great gift to
the nation which was later to take
form in the Statue of Liberty in
New York Harbor, there was ex-

emplified a firm belief in the idea
of freedom.

Someone
has aptly described
Liberty as the “daughter of the
Gospel-sister of justice and_pitymother of equality, abundance and
peace.” This symbol, then, as came
to be reflected in that awe-inspiring
and enduring monument on Bedloe’s Island, was to serve a perpetual reminder of human _ freedom

and was to reflect its influence on

other nations. Herein was presented a challenge to a nation “conceived in liberty and dedicated to
the proposition that all men are
sreated equal.”
For

more

than

half

a_

century

the torch of the Statue of Liberty
has

been

guide the
world.”

held aloft,

free

“a beacon

nations

of

to

the

The ideals represented in this
greatest of all symbols to human
fredom are as unchanging as liberty itself.

It is, however,

the wide

disparity between human __ ideals
and human actions that militates
against the attainment of universal
freedom and results in that man
to man inhumanity that makes
countless thousands mourn.
The failure to establish peace on
earth has been largely resultant
from the failure of greater nations to concede the right of small-

tions. Venezuela,

Colombia,

dor, Peru, Bolivia, Chile,

Ecua-

Uraguay,

and the Argentine are free only in
name, bound by interests of investment and continued fear of political conquest. We note the seizure of Egypt, South and West Africa by England while partly free
nations such as Nigeria, the Gold
Coast,

and

Sierra

Leone

striving for recognition.

are

still

North Af-

rica, Algeria, ‘Tunisia, and Morocco

are only semi-free colonies. Consequently in the Americas, Asia and
Africa are existent quasi-free nations,

some

of

which

have

come

under the designation “free states”
as interpreted at Dumbarton Oaks.
Over and beyond the colonies
and free nations that are not free,
is the condition of those minorities existent in great and minor
nations. Conspicuous among these
arc the Jews of Europe, the Indians
of the Americas and the Negroes
of the United States. Here are nations,

as

it were,

within

nations,

peoples barred from full participation in the citizenship of their native lands.
Germany’s inhuman _ treatment
of its Jewish minority transcends
anything in modern civilization.
From Dr. W.E.B. DuBois’ Color
and Democracy come these startling figures: of a total Jewish
population of 6,000,000 around
1,000,000 have migrated from Germanv and other parts of Europe;
500,000
have
been
forcibly
deported while in excess of 4,000,000

this spirit has reacted beyond these
shores. History recalls, beginning
with the Opium War in 1839, the

have died or have been deliberately killed. 300,000 helpless and poverty-stricken Jews constitute the
survivors. The magnitude of this
unprecedented cruelty is bewilderingly incomprehensible when one
contemplates
the
phenomenal
character of the cultural accom-

shameful

plishments, the prodigious gifts to

er nations to be free.
Let us contemplate briefly how

sion

upon

and

unyielding

China

aggres-

by . British

and

other European and American na-

civilization

that

have

emanated

from persons of Jewish origin.

ity existing among citizens of the
United States. This group, to quote
again from Dr. DuBois, “despite a
determined and unremitting effort
to achieve freedom and citizenship
has not yet escaped the position of
a submerged group under a system
of legal caste. We are farther in
thought than in fact,” Dr. DuBois
continues, “from Whittier’s forgotten song of nearly a century ago:
Oh, goodly and grand is our
hunting to see,
In this “land of the brave and
the home of the free.”
Priest,

warrior,

and _

states-

man, from Georgia to Maine,
All mounting the saddle, all
grasping the rein;
Right merrily hunting the
black man, whose sin
Is the curl of his hair and the
hue of his skin!
It is a peculiar and ironic circumstance that this nation, on the one

hand has extended outstretched
arms to oppressed aliens while, on
the other, it has withheld the light
of justice from its oppressed natives. This noble and all — inclusive invitation echoes glaringly:

Give me your tired, your

poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free,

The

wretched refuse of
teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless,

your
tem-

pest tost to me,

I lift my lamp beside the golden
door.
The refugees of the world have
listened with hopeful hearts and in
multitudes have been welcomed to
these

liberal

shores.

Yet,

those

same arms that have clamored to
caress alien: breasts have been singuarly unmindful of that vast minority which, in all major conflicts
in which this country has presum-

ed to engage, has given its

blood

in the attempt to make liberty a
lving reality while being denied its
benefits.
Page

five

Even histories have elected to
forget the gallant efforts to establish freedom for this country as
have been evidenced in the Negro’s
participation in the French and Indian War, in the heroic spectacle
of Crispus

Attucks,

a Negro,

who

holds the distinction
of constituting the first sacrifice of the American Revolution; they have forgotten the bloody contributions
with Perry at Lake Ene; the Civil
conquest with Port Hudson ard
Forts Pillow and Wagner;
the
Spanish American War and San
Juan Hill, E] Caney and Santiago;
World

War

exploits
Rheims,

I, and

at

the memorable

Chatieu

Metz

and

the

‘Thierry,

ceive their responsibility to refrain

Argonne

from accusing all of a condition advocated by some. ‘They must force
themselves to realize that in spite
of policies that have seemed, in

Forest. Even so soon is being totgotten the conflicts from which we

have just emerged where blood of
white and
rivulet.

black

has

run

in one

Will
the
educators
of this
country resume their policy of
teaching young Americans of “the
quaint and endearing customs” ot
their “little

cousins”

of

Mexican,

Swiss, German and Japanese origin while little Negro boys and girls
who have been taught to actually
hate Germans and Japanese are
left to ponder this sudden reversal
in procedure, to attempt to probe
the mystery of nationally publiciz-

ed

school

strikes championed

by

prejudiced parents who resent a system
will

of interracial schooling?
Or,
they,
instead,
assert
them-

selves to keep the pledge of a free
nation to the downtrodden to the
point of demonstrating, in fact,
that “in this United States of America there will always exist equality
under the law . . . in one land the
rights of man will always be respected and guarded?”
But even as a maladjusted social
set-up has made for injustices on
the part of majority groups, even so
has this condition had its unfortunate reaction on the groups imposed upon. The appalling rate of

delinquency and crime in some of
our metropolitan centers may be
traced

in large measure

ities of opportunity,
sordid deprivation or
sire to “get even.”

Page six

to inequal-

conditions of
a

That custom which at times has
seemed a concerted effort to discount the contributions of a minority in the concentration on its deficiencies has made for a spirit of
nounting bitterness. It is amazing
how
frequently
one encounters
otherwise enlightened Negroes who
profess to an active hatred of all
whites. ‘This growing hate has
tended to complicate an already
complicated situation. Yet, even in
the face of injustices and discriminations hate has no place in the
solution. In the mounting resentment in protesting an unbalanced
situation the minorities must per-

rabid

de-

some

instances,

to assume

a nation-

al character there have existed at
the same
time
those
majority
champions of justice who have
ceaselessly contended for equity
and fair play. They must recognize
that in a_ so-called white man’s
world life may be met on friendly
terms; that there are yet national
agencies, organized religious bodies
and large-souled individuals who
are staging a militant campaign to
establish the spirit of universal
brotherhood.
That on this soil a system of organized inhumanity to man_ has
been reserved for one minority 1s

great educator has said also, “!
shall never permit any man_ to
drag me down by causing me to
hate him.” The two groups must
remember this. The larger group
must unlock those tentacles that
would tend to deny the muinority the freedom to fight for freedom. The smaller group, in its effort to transform its empty “guarantees” into a positive reality must,
first of all, establish

at

the

back-

bone of its thinking the reality that
Freedom in all its broad implications involves, in turn, far-reaching
responsibilities. It must, therefore,

divest

itself

of

those

developed

methods that would tend to retard
the attainment of that for which
it is struggling. It must, in fighting

for freedom, fight for the freedom
to contribute what it has to give.
These two groups, these two nations

within

one

nation,

must

rec-

ognize that every man is God's
masterpiece; they must work _ together to make an ndivisible nation that is concerned with the
freedom of all. In this way we shall
keep the peace for which we have
so fiercely struggled.
With
Walter
White,
distinguished executive of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People whose book A
Rising Wind quotes Mrs. Roosevelt’s usage of a phrase from the
late Thomas

Wolfe,

we

feel:

uation.

“A wind is rising throughout the
world of free men _ everywhere,
and they will not be kept in bondage. The rivers flow in the de-

That we have not achieved freedom is resultant from the fact that
the nation has been pleased to forget its professed obligation, its

in slavery and on to the deluded
human beings who are voluntary
slaves.

as unfortunate as it is inexplicable;
yet, bitterness

cannot solve the sit-

pledge to uphold

those principles

incorporated in its governing documents.
We remain, a house divided, as it were, against itself, the

mocracies that now exist through
to those who are held temporarily

“They have thought that torce
and cruelty and people who cast
aside free choice and accept the
will of one man or a few men can
endure and dominate.
But the

natural consequence of leaving for
the few to discharge those duties
devolving on all who arrogate to

rivers flow so swiftly they cannot

themselves

be turned

the

distinction — of

American citizens.
In words to this effect Booker
T. Washington once said, “I cannot keep

out

a man

pulling

in the ditch with-

myself

down.”

‘That

which

back,

and

the new beds

make

for

themselves

are in the pattern

of

new

which

they

the people who

ideas

believe in

freedom
in the world are fashioning
today.
Democracy _ shall
tnumph.”

THE

GREAT

In America
® By

GREEN

WORM

the door, but his older brother
Hokkaido who was a soldier in the
Imperial Army.
Kato was pleased

we call it the big, black goblin.

Mitre

to see him, for he had been absent

Mooney

Little Kato stepped into the oneroom hut where his mother, fath-

the young subjects. The army officer had read an imperial message,

old

and after fifteen minutes of silent

grandmother lived. Kato had other
brothers and sisters also, but most
of them had gone into Yokohama
to work in the munitions factories.

bowing, the principal had shut the
curtains and backed slowly down
the platform steps.
Finally they
straightened up and marched slowly out of the auditorium.

er,

two

One

sisters,

brother,

and

sister, his father had sold as a

geisha girl to help pay off some of
his debts.
The

room

was deserted

now,

for

it was still daylight and everyone
was working in the rice fields. Even
Kato’s old granny stood in the
flooded paddles and bent over
transplanting
seedlings. Part of
their

small

farm

stood

on a

hill,

and was closely diked to hold the
water on the terraces.

It had been a great moment, and
later when the teacher had put
them through their morning cate-

chism, he had felt a strange thnll.
“What do you love best in the
world?” the teacher had asked.
“The Emperor, of course,” was
the reply.
“Better than your father and
mother?”
“Yes. He is the Lord of Heaven,

Kato had just come from school,
and today had been a_ particularly
important day, for it had been por-

trait-unveiling day,

and

the

chil-

dren had been privileged to look
upon the portrait of His Imperial
Highness, the Emperor. It was not
simply a matter of looking.
In
fact, Kato had experienced considerable difficulty in seeing the picture at all.

the father of my father and moth-

Ct:
“What will you give the Emperor?”’
“All my best toys, and my life
when he wants it.”
“What is your dearest wish?”
“To die for the Emperor! Long
live the Emperor!” they all cried
loudly, and tears sprang to Kato’s

eyes.

in Manchuria for many months.
Hokkaido had much to tell them
about the wonderful progress the
Army was making, and some of the
cities he had seen. He spoke much

of the manifest destiny of Japan,

which was to rule the world, and
mentioned again and again to his
father

the rear of the school building the
pictures of the Emperor had been
removed with ceremony in the
morning, and placed in the school
auditorium. Then the children had
silently assembled before the little
cabinet which contained the pictures. At a signal from the army officer,

all

the

children,

who

Now he prepared himself to go
out and help his father with the
work.
He did not delay for he
sought the approval of his father.
However,

he

felt

sure

that

he

would not be doomed to work in
the rice paddies all his life, but
serve the Emperor in the army. It

was his dearest ambition.

had

been standing silent, bowed
at
right angles from the hips and remained so. It was a practical impossibility to see what was happening without peeking, but there was
the principal slowly ascending the
platform and bowing. Finally reach-

ing the cabinet, he slowly pulled a

In

a short

time

the

sun

went

down and they all returned to the
hut, leaving their shoes outside the
door. Kato and his father and
brother sat down to rest on small
cushions
while
the
women
cooked rice, fish and beets for the
dinner. They also had tea to drink.

cord which parted the curtains and

revealed the picture of the Emperor dressed in Shinto ceremonial
robes and looking benignly upon

When

the

meal

was

almost

ready, Kato had his second thrill of
the day, for who

should come

in

even

if he

had

never

races,

and

this

had

never

been

more apparent to him than during
his recent stay in Manchuria.
He brought with him presents
from Yokohama — a modern business

man’s

hat

for

his

father,

which was appreciated very much
and put on backwards; toy guns for
Kato

and

his

brother;

and

a

red

kerchief to cover the head of his
grandmother, whose brown wrinkled face wrinkled up even more
with surprise, and who displayed
her brown gaping teeth in a large

smile. It was a surprising thing for
Hokkaido

to

do,

for

the

women

folk were not usually remembered.
His mother and sisters received
nothing. Maybe Hokkaido feared
that she might die soon, and
thought he had better be on best
terms with her spirit, and maybe it

was
From the little stone building at

how,

served in the Emperor’s army, he
might take comfort in that he was
innately
superior
to all other

because the

old woman

cared for him when

had

he was small.

Hokkaido also had

another

de-

lightful surprise. He placed on the
table a box of candy which he had
obtained while in one of the cities.
Kato tasted the candy with some
trepidation, for he remembered the
hideous monster that might hurt
him if he ate too much candy.
Hokkaido

talked

more,

and

Kato

told with pride the day’s proceedings. After a worship ceremony before the kamidana they all retired

upon their mats and went to sleep.
All except Kato.

He lay awake

in his bed thinking of all the day’s
excitement, and especially of the

portrait-unveiling.

He thought of

the fiften minutes he had _ stood,
bent from the hips, his body paralPage
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lel with the ground, and wished it
had been longer.
His back had
ached when he had stood up, and
again when he had bent in_ the

the kito-jo to prostrate himself with
much thanks before the Sun-Goddess.

rice

done

Goddess for doing what I should
have not done. Oh divine Emper-

of com-

or, I do love thee with all my heart,

fields, but

of it, for
the same,

he must

many
and

others

not think

had

not a word

plaint was spoken.
Then he thought of his brother,
and suddenly he thought of the
candy that stood on the table.
It was the first he had tasted, that

he could remember. Suddenly he
slipped out from under the covers

and reached up to the table and

popped a piece into his mouth. It
was very delicious indeed. He
sucked it a long time and finally it
was gone. Then he lay there listening to the others snoring, and trying to find a comfortable position
for his back.
Now it seemed that not only
his back but his stomach

was sore,

and he became alarmed. What was
the matter? He had never felt this
before. But he must not disturb
the others. It would not be soldierlike.
Suddenly he saw a huge green
worm with red glaring eyes and
long tentacles by his bed. He opened his

mouth

to

scream,

and

the

monster
darted
forward
and
squirmed down his throat. It wriggled and writhed in his stomach,
and he could hear it growling. He
was in such great pain now that he
could not utter a sound, or maybe it was because the monster had
swallowed his voice, as the schoolmaster had said it might.
‘The
school-master had said that if children ate too much candy a kappa
would get them, and now here it
was, for everything the school-master said was true. It must have
been the extra piece of candy that
the kappa was after.
He lay half the night in pain
and terror, and finally he must
have fallen asleep, for in the mortning the pain was gone and his
mother had to waken him to get
ready for school. He ate no breakfast, but ran down the road as fast
as he could and when he reached
the little wooden shrine back of
the school, he bowed very low at a
distance,

and

approaching

slowly,

he removed his shoes and entered
Page eight

“Forgive

me,

oh

divine

for thou hast taken away the kap-

Kacy
IF ONLY
- - In the silent bivouac of the dead
lie the battered bodies from the
battle fields.
If they could come
back and look at certain phases of
our life they would cry, “Peace
peace! What kind of peace is this
when the spirit of greed stalks
through the land?”
In the days before the war things
were prosperous. ‘There was the
Midas-like touch with some.
But
the standard of values with these
greedy men was not the soul but
the dollar. Men sold their soul for
money. In other countries the god
of war was rampant.
In the face of these ugly monsters at home and abroad our boys
went out to fight for freedom, the

freedom to live and be happy and
to worship God. They endured

hardships that stagger the imagination. They
saw
the mangled

on

the

battle

fields

of

the world. They saw death in all
its horrible
forms.
‘Thousands
or them
gave their lives that
we might
be a free country.
Then came the end of the war.
Those who were fortunate to be
alive returned to their homes. What
do they find? There is an economic
unrest in the land today with
strikes on all sides. Workers and

employees

are

wrangling

about

wages. How much of all this is the
result of greed? If only the princi-

ples of Leo and Pius
brought into play, the

could be
principles

of justice and honesty and fair play

then the troubles would cease.
If only our boys could come back
to a country

that is at peace.

“of thee

Let

us say not only “Of thee I sing”

I think,

thee

I

love, for thee I pray.”
—Joun W. SCHOOLEY

Sun-

pa! And I will serve thee all my
life, and gladly die for thee,” he
said, and he thought he saw the
head of the Sun-Goddess move as
if in answer to his prayer. “These
are yet men, though devious their
ways and strange their thoughts.”

bodies

but also

OE
OUR

SINCERE

THANKS

The head of the Mechanical Engineering
Department,
Brother
Andrew

Weber,

S.M., wishes to ex-

press through the pages of the
Exponent the appreciation of the
department to Mr. M. M. Culver,
president of the Midwest Aircraft
Products,

Inc. and

to Mr.

A.

M.

Fargo, vice-president, for a gift of
one thousand dollars. Mr. Culver
and Mr. Fargo have been known
to the mechanical engineering students of recent years from pump
tests and valve tests that were run
in the mechanical laboratory. Mr.
Culver addressed the Mechanical
Engineering Society a few years ago
on speed boat racing. “Yankee
Doodle” is the name of his boat.
Mr. Fargo is the father of Munel
Fargo, a senior of the arts division. —
Our sincerest thanks to the kind
benefactors of the University.
We
BASKET
December

BALL

SCORES

11, at Cincinnati...

Cincinnati 45 - - Dayton
December

28

18, at Athens...

Ohio University 53

- Dayton 41

January 5, at Oxford...
Miami

63 - - Dayton

32

January 15, at Dayton...

Dayton 48 - - Cincinnati 37

JANUARY

The Society of Mary was found-

22

@ By Tuomas SMITH
A look at Father Chaminade.
In the year 1849 Father Leo
Meyer and Brother Charles Schultz,
two Marianists, came to Cincinnati

from France to organize a school at
Holy Trinity parish. At that time,

however there was a cholera raging
there,

a cholera

that

claimed

to three hundred victims
Then Father Meyer offered
vices to Bishop Purcell who
need of priests that could
German. The bishop sent
Dayton to assist the pastor
manuel parish.

two

a day.
his serwas in
speak
him to
of Em-

While at the church in Dayton
Father Meyer met a Mr. John
Stuart who wanted to sell his property, The Dewberry Farm, and return to France where he had large
property interests. He offered Mr.
Stuart a medal of St. Joseph and
told him that the Saint would
help him pay the debt of about
twelve thousand dollars. Within a
A
few years he debt was paid.
school was organized and called St.

received

the degree of

Doctor of

Divinity. For the next six years he
was a teacher at the College of Mu-

sidan till the Revolution broke out.
Besides teaching at the college he

acted as chaplain at the local hospital and interested himself
religious, ecclesiastical and
affairs of the Diocese.

in the
social

In 1791 France was in an upheavel, and the terrors of persecution began to spread throughout
the country. Priests were forbidden
to exercise their ministry under
pain of death by the guillotine.
The
College
of Musidan
was
closed and Father Chaminade went

to Bordeaux

where

he

purchased

a villa in the suburbs of the city
and brought his parents to assume
proprietorship. For three years this
life of alarms and uncertainty lasted and in 1795 he went to the city

in

two

provinces,

Cincinnati

the

at
headquarters
with
Province
and
Dayton,
John,
Saint
Mount
the St. Louis Province with headNormal,
at Maryhurst
quarters
Kirkwood,

near St. Louis.

The Society of Mary was founded in 1817 by the Rev. William
Joseph Chaminade at Bordeaux in
France. Father Chaminade had a
very colorful career before
he
founded the Society. He was born
in 1761 at Perigueux, a small city
of France about sixty miles from
Bordeaux.
He was the youngest
of thirteen children. He went to
school

at the

College

of Musidan,

the University of Bordeaux, and
the seminary of St. Sulpice in
Paris where he was ordained and

Father Chaminade died on January

22,

1850

and

this month

all

over the world the Society is celebrating Chaminade Day. Here at
the University we have had our annual celebration and the Exponent
desires in this article to give a certain permanence in the minds of
the present students to the story

of

Father

Chaminade’s

life and

work. The students of the University are the direct beneficiaries of
Father Chaminade.
His spiritual
sons are conducting this University
that has as its aim, “For God

and

Country.” We stand for the rights
of man as a human being, for the

duties that man should pay to Gud

Mary’s Institute. This location be-

came the headquarters of the Society of Mary in America for many
years and today the school is called
the University of Dayton. The Society grew in America and today
there are over eight hundred men

ed with seven members of the Sodality that Father Chaminade conducted at Bordeaux. From the very
beginning the Society was composed of priests, and Brothers who
teach and who engage in manual
work. The Society is a real religious congregation whose members take the three vows of povetty, chastity and obedience to
which they add a fourth vow of
stability, by which they mean to
consecrate themselves to the service of the Blessed Mother who is
their patroness.

and for the love and devotion to
country, ideals that will preserve
us as a nation.

of Saragossa

in

Spain

where

he

spent three years in retreat. There
is a pious tradition in the Society
of Mary that the Blessed Virgin
appeared to hiny at Her Shrine of
Our Lady of the Pillar in Saragossa
and inspired him to found the Society.
After

the

Chaminade

Revolution
returned

to

Father
Bordeaux,

opened an oratory and began his
work among the young people.
Very soon thousands of young men
and women came under his direction from various classes of Society. His activities were so fruitful
that Cardinal Donnet could say that
“if any work of piety or charity
were traced to its origin the name
of Father Chaminade would be
found at the very source.”

The cause of the Beatification of
Father Chaminade was introduced
in Rome in 1917. Since then it has
gone through all the preliminary
stages of investigation with great
promise that we may venerate hira
on our altars some day. Will the
readers of the Exponent join with
us, the members of the Society of
Mary, in praying that some day we
may have the great joy of calling
the founder of the Society, St. William Joseph Chaminade.
The Society of Mary has schools
all over the world, in Europe, the
Americas,

Asia

and

Africa.

The

American

provinces

conduct

mis-

sion schools in China, Puerto Rico,

Peru and Hawai.
After the war
there will be a great demand on
the religious orders of the United

(Continued on Page 24)
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BROTHER
Word was
days from the
ciety of Mary
bernard

BERNARD

received during the Christmas holiGeneral Administration of the Soin Nivelles, Belgium that Brother

T. Schad,

S. M.,

Inspector of Schools

of the

Cincinnati Province of the Society of Mary in Amertica, was appointed to the position of Inspector General of all the Schools of the Society throughout the
world.

Brother

Schad

will

succeed

his

uncle,

the

late Brother Michael Schleich, $.M., an American,
who held the position of Inspector General for the
past thirty-five years.
For many years Brother Schad was on the faculty of the University of Dayton. He came to the Uni
versty back in 1920 when he founded the department
of civil engineering. He was professor in and head of
that department till 1935 when he was made Inspector of Schools of the Cincinnati province. At the
University he was especially interested in the athletic
program and the position that Dayton holds in the
athletic world today is very much the result of Brother
Schad’s untiring efforts as member of the athletic
board and as faculty director of athletics.
His civic efforts took him beyond the pale ot
the University. He was chairman of the traffic satety
committee of the Dayton Chamber of Commerce, a
member of the Dayton traffic commission and president of the Dayton section of the American Society
of Civil Engineers.
Brother Schad was born in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania sixty years ago. He entered the Society of Mary
in 1905 and after his professional preparation he taught
in schools of the Society in Chicago and New York.
Page ten

T.

SCHAD

From 1917 till 1920 he spent three years at the Unt
versity of Fribourg in Switzerland preparing himself
for his work at the University of Dayton. In 1925 he
was granted a leave of absence to attend the University
of Michigan where he received the degree of Doctor
of Science.
While Inspector of the Cincinnati Province
Brother Schad travelled from New York to California
visiting the Marianists schools and_ periodically he
made trips to Hawaii and Puerto Rico. The Ameri-

can Marianists have schools

in China

but thus

far

none of the major American Superiors have visited
China. As Inspector General Brother Schad will have
supervision of Marianists schools in France, Spain,
Belgium, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, northern Africa,
the Near East, Japan, China, Peru, Argentina, Canada,
The United States, Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

The Marianists of the Cincinnati Province deeply
regret the loss of Brother Schad to the province. ‘lo
the present study body of the University he is not
well known but the friends and alumni of former years
recall the splendid work he did while he was on the
faculty as teacher and administrator. The outstanding characteristics of Brother Schad as an educator, are
his unimpeachable sincerity, his untiring devotion to
work, and that marvelous magnetism that draws young
and old to him alike. We of the University of Dayton faculty along with the other members of the Society of Mary in America wish Brother Schad God’s
blessing in his wider field of activity and our prayers
will accompany

him

sition as Inspector

as he tours the world

General

in his po-

of the Marianist schools.

THE

GOLDEN

CHORD

TRIP

OF

LIFE

God’s voice is like a golden chord
Resounding through the years,
It echoes through the ages
In laughter and in tears.

I stood beside a brook one day,
And watched a leaf until
It floated like a sail boat
Upon the noisy nil.

A golden chord of harmony
That rings forever true,
A miliion of eternities—

When. whirled upon the little sea
! thought the leaf was just like me
And I am thinking still - - - As I drift through life of joy and grief,

Until all life is through.
It comes

from

That I am like that little leaf.
‘The trip we take will reach an end
:t may be ’round the nearest bend;
So live a life of a decent sort

out of nowhere,

So near and yet so far,
It floats in on a sunbeam,
It trembles on a

star.

‘That when the Master of the port
Checks your cargo of good and sin,
He'll open the gate to let you in
And pay vcu for the trip.
—Rarpu W. Pras

It’s in the night — It’s in the day,
Around us everywhere,
It sounds and then we listen,

It seems it’s always

there.

FoR
This golden voice that guides us,
‘This beautous, wondrous

THIS

chord

Is trains of heavenly music —
The voice of our dear Lord.
—By Dotorrs

We

ae

S1zEMorE

Ke

WAY

Gee

TO

FREEDOM

Oh the road is rough and rocky
And fraught with muck and mire
And often on the pathway
A wan mortal may tire.

The barriers of prejudice
The turnpikes built of greed

TO A NURSE

‘The detours all of selfishness

Down the hall in a hurried walk
Where people whisper when they talk

A mortal man impede.

Comes an angel dressed in the neatest white
On duty whether its’ day or night.
lt is she who when I toss and moan
And burn with the fever’s curse,
Puts a cool hand to my fevered brow

Yet comes a Light in darkness
Nor dims the Light through pain
For freedom knows no mortal bound
Nor

doubt, nor woe,

‘This angel called a nurse.

—Rira

And all that night when I cannot sleep
‘And I scream from counting a million sheep,
Steadfast and faithful always near
Words of comfort I always hear.

*

“FOR
(The

flag

GOD
by

*

E. McGarry

*

AND

COUNTRY

Albert

Emanuel

.

.”

Library)

There it billows ’gainst the sky
Symbol of a world’s release,
Banner of victors in every war,
Let it be now the standard for peace,

irom one who is tired but never complains
Whose face only knows a smile,
For the anguished boy on the narrow bed

She soothes me all the while.

Symbol

A drink of water to my dry parched lips
A gentle touch of her finger tips;
‘hank God the pain has grown less worse

of states’ united strength - -

Wind of the spirit blowing along,

Billow that flag ’gainst spiritual cloud
Make the faith of my country strong.

For I’ve had the help of a patient nurse.
—Rarpu

its footsteps hound;

And peace is with us all around
And fear, our foe, is slain!

W. Pras

—Apa

Kay

Bomrorp
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FRANK

BraDOw

Were there such a few who heard?

for

telling

us.

I

heard what you said, - - “You shall know the Truth and

ihe Truth shall make you free.” You sent your Son to

preach that Truth, but somehow we let it slip away
and through neglect the flame has often been hidden

or lost.

It has cost us much

to find it.

We have

often had to give up our worldly possessions, our mor-

in
tal lives to rescue it. But soon, O Father, perhaps
shall
we
centuries for us, but a moment more for You,

light the last candle.

be!

And then such a joy there shall

You will see the faces of all your children up-

lifted together in light, and they will be singing
psalms and hosannas, a stream of the purest harmony
which no mortal ear has ever heard or will hear until
that glorious time.
See the few candles that are lighted.

not worry about them.

We

But you'll not always find the free men walking
about. They are sometimes found imprisoned in
some kind of man-made dungeon, but their minds, unfettered. It was a prisoner who wrote in that first

century, “I am free born.”
if very

What

representative to the

United

Na-

tions Conference would carry the Book of Truth with

We have come the way of thousands of years.
Who knows how many more we must go. Men grow
impatient and dejected. But remember, there is time

for all things. Arthur Clough knew this when he said:
“For while the tired waves, vainly breaking,
Seem here no painful inch to gain,
Far back, through creeks and inlets making,
Comes silent, flooding in, the main.

And not by eastern windows only,
When daylight comes, comes in the light,
In front the

then go back to work again to light them all.

If Truth does bring freedom, freedom is not a

climbs

slow,

how

slowly

—AKB

OUR

The light of freedom that

Let nations look and receive inspiration and

sun

But westward, look, the land is bright!”

need

comes from Truth is safe and steady in the strongest

blast.

to be many

him and in the morning read one verse to keep in his
thought all day. The millenium would be near.

I told you thousands of years ago, my sons, Or was

you

seem

dark places today, but there is light enough so that
every problem may be recognized and dealt with by
free men.

Our Father, the candelabra 1s great, and to clean
it and shine it, to lift up the candles and light them
and
properly takes much time and many strong bodies
of
few
much intelligent direction. There are only a
1s.
us who know where the light is kept, or even what it

Father, we thank

KLOPF

may look dark for a

time, or our corner, - - - there may

ihis room - - my children in darkness?

Our

MATSON

ISABEL

‘T'ANSEY

That corner of the room

WORLD”

The room is dim, my sons. A few of the candles
are not enough. I see the faces under their beams
and
looking up and laughing, faces of white and yellow
around
others
brown, all smiling. But what of the

it but yesterday?

ANNE

BUNTON

eo
ae
oe
LEADERS AND FREEDOM

We seek today a real definition of Freedom as
we understand it to be. We cannot find such a def-

inition that can be written down on paper and be a

final, stationary definition; because freedom is action,

relative thing. Just as Truth exists forever and is
never lessened, so freedom exists forever and is never
lessened. Though there is always freedom, yet how

ing belief in the leadership of God.

restrictions; how often he turns from the light.

govern themselves better than any king or tyrant or

often man is blinded by his illusions or by self-imposed

Page
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freedom

is brotherhood,

Jefferson

believed

freedom

in men

is that

and

stirring, sav-

their freedom

to

dictator could ever govern them. He knew men had
certain undeniable rights, certain principles of freedom and the capability to fight for them. ‘Thomas
Jefferson wrote all of these freedoms down in the constitution and he might well be called the “Pen of
the Free America.”

our thoughts and words to peace and to those who
helped us attain it. This month we celebrate the
birthday of one who gave his life in the battle for freedom for everyone everywhere in the world.

The country was just beginning to enjoy the freedom that it had won in the Revolutionary War when

us out of the “valley of death” and gave a new birth

again

the

threat

of tyranny

look to a great leader,

Andrew

caused

the

people

Jackson, who,

to

though

the determination that freedom inspires, fought to
hold fast this country against any threat of foreign
tyranny. He might well be called the “Sword of
Free America.”
Like a thunderous blow within, that rends asund-

er all calmness that comes from freedom, was the
vice this country fell into after Freedom had been
proclaimed to all. Slavery, like a worm, ate into the

soul of America until the gallant “Liberator,” Abraham Lincoln, unshackled the bonds of slavery and set
up a system of personal freedom
less of race or color.

for all men

regard-

Then we look again and we find another. Wood-

row Wilson was a true crusader of freedom for all
people all over the world. He spent the latter part
of his public life in the task of crusading for the rights
of all nations to govern themselves with the same freedom we experienced in America but received the cold
accusation of being a “dreamer.” He tried in vain to
wake America up to the responsibilities it had to all

Do you remember last year at this time the world
was still imbroiled in the battles that finally brought
of freedom? None of us can deny that it is fitting for
us to pay homage to “our fallen leader’ during the
month of his birth, during the month that he was in-

augurated for the fourth time by the people of America, during the month

that he prepared to voyage to

foreign lands in the hope that freedom would soon
reign again everywhere in the world.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, citizen of the world
and yet the country squire; that typifies his personality and the way he thought. He could turn from a
domestic issue to a problem of international import with out losing himself in the mire of puzzling

details that confront anyone dealing with such problems. During his time in office his reputation rose to
heights yet to be matched; he wasn’t just known to
the bigwig politician or business man or to the royalty he came in contact with, he was known around the

world by the small and the weak whom he always
helped, by the tillers of the soil and the factory
workers.
He

has left to us the living, the new generation,

the nations all over the world.

a heritage of true, just and democratic principles by
which we can win the freedom that he fought for so
long. He has left to us a responsibility to uphold the

And in our lifetime
there
was another.
“We
choose human freedom - - - which is the Christian

He has left to us a new world of prosperity if we
want it. Ié we don’t want it, we can fall back into

rights and privileges that are the offspring of freedom.

ideal. No one can waver for a moment in his courage
or his faith in freedom.”

Never did he waver in his courage or faith, never
did he waver in his fight for freedom, for the weak as
well as the strong, for the little country as well as the
big, for the helpless as well as the ones who can help
themselves. His fight was not lip service to freedom,
but real, constructive fighting for it. ‘The road was
hard and long without much compensation, but he
dedicated his whole life to strengthen the unity of na-

tions.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt lived and died as

the soldier of freedom for everyone, everywhere in the
world.
—S. K. deH.

the state of isolationism that he fought so hard to
destroy. He told us once that he did not expect us
of the younger generation to believe the things that he
of the old generation told us about the fight for freedom;

This month

COUNTRY

we celebrate the beginning of a new

era of peace and prosperity. This month we dedicate

also

told

us,

“There

is a

mysterious

and hatred, not the swift death that this atomic
can bring, but rather with the truth and faith he
and by heeding the words written in the “Seron the Mount.”
Our

SQUIRE

he

can make the world free if we want to fight, not with
guns
age
had
mon

KAR
THE

but

cycle in human events. To some generations much is
given. Of others much is expected. This generation
of Americans has a rendezvous with destiny.” We

best

tribute

to

Franklin

Delano

Roosevelt,

“our fallen leader,” will not be lip service; it will be

a real courage to carry through our desire for peace
and

freedom

the way

he did.
—S. K. DEH
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WOMEN’S

FREEDOM

AND

THE

Out of a past marked by suppression and subjugation, from a jumble of restrictions and frustrations

Now

the ques-

tion proposes itself: is the emancipated woman
free; or better, granting that such

a woman

. Rira

E.

McGarry

Single-blessedness is a term coined by either a maniac
or a moron.

WOMAN

the emancipated woman has arisen.

EDITOR

really

is free, is

the position which she has attained through long and
bitter struggle the goal which she is truly seeking?

Some women

think that they can strike a happy

medium by pursuing both homemaking and a

career

and end up being “janes of all trades and masters
of none.” ‘This is purely suicide for either the career
or the home will suffer to such an extent as to make
the combined efforts useless. Perhaps in the scientific

future that we are promised - - - or threatened with
Woman enjoys the franchise; she has the privilege of holding office; she can own property in her
own right; she is independent of masculine domination; no longer is she bound by his every whim. Yet
is the place that woman is destined by the Almighty
Power to have in this earthly scheme of things the
one which she is carving for herself in this modern
world?
Is woman’s new role in any way comparable
to that played by the Virgin of Nazareth chosen by

the God-Man to be his Mother?

- ~ - there will be some remarkable discovery giving us
children (speaking facetiously, of course) who will
demand attention a maximum of some fifty minutes
a day so that their needs can be cared for in a period
scheduled so as not to interfere with established working hours. Until that time, however, most mothers
will find themselves at the beck and call of their fam-

ilies on a twenty-four hour shift.
I still call such a woman

In spite of all this

free,

Here is a problem

begging for an answer

Is not the essence of freedom to be found in the
heart? Is it not a personal thing whose existence can-

Let us examine the status of the career woman.
“Freedom” is her watchword and battle-cry, her independence, her prized possession. She is free and
un-shackled - - - her life is her own. She need answer
to no man. Yet isn’t her position rather an alternate
one, chosen or necessitated by circumstance? As-

who possesses or lacks it? Strange, isn’t it, that so
much can be sacrificed for the attainment of such an
abstract thing. That something so intangible can be
so valuable is almost unbelievable. Thus it is that
the Mother can know freedom, know it though her
every waking hour is at the disposal of others, know
it as she serves rather than is served. She alone knows
true independence who recognizes the interdependence of all men, of all society.

that

is pulsing and probing,

from every Christian woman.

suming that a woman

not be affirmed or denied except by the individual

chooses a career, or her man-

less condition leaves her no choice, where does she find

such superiority in her position? Somehow I am at
a loss to see the comparison between the stretching,
solitary years of devotion to a thankless desk and

typewriter and a gray haired woman
her children and grandchildren.

surrounded

by

There is no nuptial

blessing given to a chemistry lab or a dietetic kitchen;
no growing old together modeling
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glamorous

gowns.

You can add up the score, weigh the factors, examine the values and decide for yourself just who is

the free, emancipated

which

women

woman.

Then

see

too,

just

are following along the divinely laid

path which woman is destined to tread. Whither
goest thou, American woman, whither goest thou?
—REM

ONE

LOOKS

WOMAN

AT

The word freedom has a different meaning for
each individual. To the Negro it means emancipation; to the liberated countries, the end of tyranny;
to the average American a higher standard of living.
Every day finds man struggling to achieve one of
these ends. He may attain his goal or he may not.
It’s an embittering struggle often ending in a defeatist
attitude. One may often wonder if this struggle will
ever end,

if the world

will ever awaken

and

become

a better place in which to live. The answer to this
question lies with man himself.If this answer is not a
true one, it will bring on utter destruction for this is
the atomic age.
Countries and individuals must bargain fairly and
resolve to uphold the bargain. It is obvious that better understanding must be employed and a_ better
working system executed. Until such moves can be

accomplished all law, all agreement, and all organization are not feasible except in theory.

‘This re-educa-

tion of the world should start from infancy and reach

out to embrace all. When “Love thy neighbor as
thyself” and “ .. . all men are created equal” are
understood and followed by everyone, then and then
only will we have freedom. Prior to that, we are

just kidding ourselves, whether we are an individual

or a nation.
—Marcarer

Aucust

FOUR

A new year started, the year

1946.

We've

re-

moved the bright ornaments and shining tinsel from
the Christmas tree which was once fresh and green but
now stands brown and brittle ready to be placed on
the trash pile for final disposal. The tree has served
iis purpose. Many presents had been laid beneath
its branches and the tree knows the sound of gay
voices and the joy of happy children and now it must
be destroyed and forgotten for another year.
Like the Christmas tree, the timve has come when

we say goodbye to the old year and look forward to
the adventure of living a new chapter of experiences.
We pause to take a deep breath, throw back our
shoulders and prepare for the future with head uplifted.

Father Time left the year of °45 filled with its
usual ups and downs. It was a happy and prosperous
year for most of us. It brought the end of a terrible
war and delivered sons and husbands back home to
their families again. For others it stole away the life
of many loved ones on the battlefront and left the bitterness of a cruel world in their hearts.
All this was yesterday. Some of us hold memories
we'll cherish forever while others remember the dark
days they want to forget, things they must forget. ‘To-

to rich fulfillment and

yesterday is now unimportant. The past is dead with
only a few burning embers to be recalled upon oc-

FREEDOMS

casion.

Freedom from want?
But I always see
More things to want
And they’re not free.

A new year is like a race. It hasn’t been tried yet.
The race begins on the starting line with all com:
petitors having the same length to run.
‘The one
vunning the straightest and fastest is the one who
makes the gains at the scoring end. The goal is directly ahead for all to see. Should the runner become confused and falter or look back, he loses valuable time. The winner is the one who makes the

Freedom from fear?
Yet I always cower

When my frowning Dad asks
“Where’ve you been till this hour?”
Freedom of worship?
I’m just torn in two.
Is Frankie my dream

YEAR

morrow is ahead to be lived

Re
THE

A NEW

FREEDOM

most of his opportunities and keeps his eyes on the
goal.

man

Or is it Bing’s “ba-ba-boo”’?

A new Christmas tree will go up again next
year. Thc tree will glow with life and bring joy to all
that come in contact with it. For awhile it will bring

Freedom of speech?
It’s not free, I guess.
I often say “no”
When Id rather say “yes.”

happiness to many hearts and when at last they place
—MAbELINE

UNGER

its loose dty branches in the fire the tree will have
served its purpose well.
—Betry Burnett
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Book

Reviews...
POETRY

OF

FREEDOM

ances about fundamentals.

Edited by William Rose Benet and Norman
New York:
Random House, 1945.

Cousins.

From

the authors’ introduction:

“Much

Breaks on her single shore;
O

of the

poetry of freedom is perhaps not great in the sense
that it is distinguished by technical excellence. Much
of it, in fact, is more impassioned than perfect. more
eloquent than elegant; but all of it has the authentic
ring of humanity, the burning desire to be not only
inspiring but persuasive. For there can be no higher
function for a poet or writer than usefulness.” But
I know that since real poetry lovers are people who live
for ideals this book will mean more than many tomes

volume might well have been augmented with selections from Poesie, magazine of the French resistance.
Aragon’s voice was prominent in this gallant publica-

tion.

There are lines from the Greek, from the Roman,

this was a labor of love for these two men whose
other writings have attested to their faith in freedom.
The American section is a history
from Dickinson’s “Song”
for the

try,

Whittier’s moral

outpouringss,

fare”

Deo,”

and

“Laus

and Lowell’s “Stanzas
below is from Lowell.

Here is a message from one who helped with

more worthy

of man.

It spoke

found

itself once

for all men, and all

men heard it .. . . Today in freedom finally regained,

on Freedom.”

By Howarp

Duell, Sloan and Pearce, New

neither Communists

dedicated

They

composed

or Catholics - - - only comrades.

a France,

a true France,

which was united and which

was aroused

the France

to combat

by the deep-song, the canto-jundo of freedom.”
In Poetry of Freedom

every nation is crying for

liberty, prophesying its future, praising its heroes, im-

mortalizing its struggles with the voices of its poets.
We see all peoples alike in their thoughts and utter-

Page
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songs,

The

quotation

Bomrorp

Fast

I do not think without regret of this time of plotting.

... In literature . . . there were neither young nor old,

Wel-

bold

eae
FREEDOM ROAD

Poetry, which had formerly sailed with the
basements,

Moral

‘That we owe mankind a debt?
No! true freedom is to share
All the chains our brothers wear,
And with heart and hand, to be
Earnest to make others free.
—Apa Kay

the news in the sunlight - - - like men among men,
in the great fraternity of the struggle, poets found a
into

“The

to Whitman’s

Is true Freedom but to break

dors they moved forward in the crowd, they shouted

or tunneled

of the counpioneers, to

Fetters for our own dear sake,
And, with leathern hearts, forget

“Our poems, full of the suffering and anger of men
and of the time, of wrath and of combat, our poems
which were no longer graceful, gratuitous works of
art, reached every day a vaster public. Like news ven-

cloud,

penitent,

the Indian, sections from the Bible reaching back into
the dim past with a glowing torch, lighting the hopes
of men. There are notes, ample and _ interesting.
There are proofs on every one of the 850 pages that

it:

mission.

let us rise, united,

And be one people, - - mighty, serving God!

“distinguished by technical excellence.”

While we're speaking of the value of poetry of
freedom I suggest that the French section of | this

all division let our land be free,

For God has made her one: complete she lies
Within the unbroken circle of the skies
And round her indivisible the sea

Freedom Speaks, a collection of prose and poetry,
was published in 1943, but left huge gaps for poetry
lovers in valuable verse collection. Now Benet and
Cousins of The Saturday Review of Literature satisfy
us with their anthology.

From

William Gay, poet of the

“Australian Federation,” pleads with his people:

This powerful

York,

novel of Howard

to the men

and

women,

1944.

Fast has been
black

and

white,

yellow and brown, who have laid down their lives in
the age-old struggle against fascism. Many times in
the history of our country the principles of our demo-

cratic way of life have been severely and bitterly tested.
Many times in our history men have asked themselves

if those “things”

we

call

the

Bill

worth-while fighting and dying for.
if

our

fathers

and

their

fathers

and

of Rights

are

Today we know
all

those

who

went before them had not been willing to stake their

FREEDOM

lives and fortunes for their country, we should not
be enjoying the ordinary, every-day privileges which
come

to each

American

By

citizen.

Freedom Road has its setting in the south during the Reconstruction Period after the Civil War.

Few Americans know that for a period of eight years

after the Negro

had

first been granted

equal

nights,

an experiment succeeded which proved that white and
black men can work together, build together, and live
together in a community if they are given the opportunity. Much has been written on this latter phase
of American history. Although I do not agree entirely
with the author’s point of view, it must be conceded
that his message is a powerful one and that the novel

is a vivid and impressive one.

To those vitally and

sincerely interested in creating a just democratic civilization where men of all creeds and colors have equal
opportunity to move forward in their particular fields

of work

and

interest,

this narrative

of

the

great

eight-year experiment will be unforgetable.
Gideon Jackson, typical of his kind, is looked up
to as a leader of his people on the Carwell Plantation.
His talent for leadership really emerges when as a delegate to the State Constitutional Convention in 1868,
he travels barefoot all the way to Charleston, a distance
of

one-hundred

miles.

His

wife,

Rachel,

and

three

children accept calmly his departure although it
seemed unbelievable that one of their lot should be
chosen for the Convention. Gideon ‘soon becomes

aware that his lack of the simple rudiments of education prevented his understanding of any topic brought
before the Convention.
In a month he masters wniting and in a few months more, the man grows to
unbelievable stature, mentally. He becomes a power
in the group. He endorses education, especially as
directed to raising the standards of the colored children. He realized that through education alone —

both to white and black — can the solution of the

MarsHaLh

IS MORE

THAN

A

WORD

FIELD

Published by the University of Chicago Press:
Chicago, 1945.
Underlying the complete work by Mr. Fields is
this quotation from the author, “With all my heart
I believe that democracy and human beings, given a
real chance, can develop to heights as yet undreamed
of.” The book is designed as an apology for his twin
papers, the Sun in Chicago, and P. M. in New York,
but as you read his book you find a real explanation

of democracy.

You find a real apology for freedom

and it is an expose of the criminal ways the laws of

freedom can be twisted so that they really deny the
rights of freedom.
Freedom

is more

than

a word,

it is life here

in

America, it is the way the whole country can rally
‘round when there is a threat to freedom’s rights.
Field says that for a while we, the people, lost part of

our faith in the democratic way of life when, in the
early 30’s, poverty and hunger began to pave the way
for dictatorship.
This book is a warm and a genuine statement of
what Jefferson, Jackson, Lincoln, Wilson and Franklin

D. Roosevelt stood for. Yes in the faith of Jefferson and Lincoln can we find the spiritual drive that
will keep America the land of the free. Then by
heeding the words of Woodrow Wilson in his famous
speech, “The Cross of God,” the words of Wallace
in his “Century of the Common Man,” and the words

of Franklin D. Roosevelt in his “Fireside Chats” and
“Four Freedoms” can we find the open road _ that
will lead us to a long period of peace - - - a people’s
peace in the Brotherhood of Nations under the Leadership of God.

—SaMueEL K. De Harr

Negro-white problem come.
The one-time slave served a term in the
of his country only to end it with the
knowledge that men could buy an election
what they wanted. Gideon knew that once
President Hayes withdrew the Federal troops

Congress
sickening
and get
the new
from the

South,

spring

the

powerful

dormant

Klan

would

to

action. The nation called it a second Emancipation
for the South. But Gideon Jackson and all of his kind
knew it was the end of their new found freedom.
They knew their work had been in vain as the Klan
continued its “reign of terror’ and burned to ashes

every person and remnant of the ancient Carwell plantation.
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Student

Essays

FREEDOM
Your Ed-in-chief comes up to
me today and says in a very cheerful voice “Write me an article on
freedom, will you - - - huh?” So
here I sit in front of a nice cozy
fire, typewriter in hand trying to be

original,

Let’s see now - - - freedom. Oh
yes! Like last night I said “Mom,
I want to go to a show,” and she
said “Why you just went to a show
two months ago! What do you
want to go again for?” So, being an
obedient
child
I stayed home.
And then the other night I was
supposed to go out for a hand of
bridge with the girls, but I had to
take care of the brat next door.
We did have a lot of freedom
at work, though. One day I went

out on my

fifteen

minute

relief

and was gone seventeen minutes.
When I got back the boss just

got out the pliers and as she pulled

nvy fingernails out she said, “Why
didn’t you just take the afternoon
off?” Imagine her wanting to give
me the afternoon off when we were
so busy too! We didn’t have to
punch the timeclock either. If we
were late the boss would just get
the whip out and lash us once for
every minute we were late. But
sometimes she was awfully considerate. Like if we were really busy
and didn’t have time to eat lunch,

she’d go out and eat for us. But
the day she burned my feet with a
cigarette for giving a customer an
extra one cent tax stamp, I quit!

never knew

how sentimental

I

she

was till that day. She cut off the
big toe of my left foot for a souvenir. Bless her old heart.

gay

so good in lipstick anyway, but a
little perfume might help.” He
said, “See that you don’t practice
any of these female vices!” As I
said

before,

child

and

around

I’m

an

for

obedient

a month

without

little

I

perfume,

went

without

chewing gum, having nicotine fits,
and looking like a victim of borderline

anemia

and

American

stomach.
It was really fascinating!
But then one day he announced his engagement (he was
seventy-three at the time) and decided to quit teaching and settle
down in wedded bliss.
Oh, for the freedom of campus
life again! If you want to go to a
show, you go. If you want to have
a date, you have a date. If you
want to wear lipstick, you wear lipstick. If you want to smoke, you
smoke.

Course,

little rules
stance,

there

are

a

to remember.

“All

students

few

For in-

must

be

in

their rooms at 10:00.” “No smoking except in the smoker.” Be on
campus at 9:00 every night except
Saturday when you don’t have to
be in till 9:05.” “There is no cut
system! Each student must attend
class unless he has leprosy or some
other communicable disease.” And
last but by no means least, “Each
student must have written permission from his parents to attend the
weekly movie in the village.” Ah

yes, there’s nothing so

campus!

free

articles
thrown
Good

to,

and

to

be

able

to

like this without
in a concentration

write

being
camp.

old America!

—Jo CULBERTSON

x
EMOTIONS

stick or perfume.” I was sitting
there thinking, “He wouldn’t look

All our emotions have their root
in love and I know you are think-
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dislikes

which

have no deep bearing on human
happiness. For example, one or two
lumps of sugar in your coffee; a
grey hat or a brown one; Beethoyen or Strauss, golf or tennis. Some-

times

these

insignificant

dislikes

are exaggerated out of all proportion and they may become serious,
either in themselves or as a dis-

guise for somethng which is much

deeper. There is more behind a
man’s action when he goes into a
fit of rage because of cold coffee
in the morning than because of a
few degrees of temperature. Great

emotional

scenes

can

be

set

off

by insignificant things, but then
there is always something much
deeper beneath our conduct of
which we may or may not be conscious. Many of our likes and dislikes, hatreds or prejudices are easily traced if we are intellectually
honest enough with ourselves to
try.

—BEAtRIcE

x

SAvERI

x

HAPPY NEW YEAR, EX. G.I.
FROM EX. LT. A.N.C.

to go to a university, to study if we

want

At my first lesson he said “I don’t

gum,. lip-

gory of likes and

as a

But all joking aside, we’re a pretty
darn lucky bunch of kids to be able

I had a piano teacher like her
once, only he wasn’ quite so bad.
like cigarettes, chewing

ing, “What about hate?” Is not
hate a sort of negative love or love
in reverse? Love may be defined as
the affective consciousness of a
favorite stimulus. Hate is the affective conscciousness of an unfavored stimulus. As in the case of
love, there are degrees of hating
from mild dislike to bitter hatred
and there are likewise thousands
of items which. fall into the cate-

Here is the New Year you have

waited for, the New

of home,

of

Year of peace,

prosperity,

a

little

chagrined with the public?
Since
I have been a civilian a little longer

than

some

of

can give you a bit
make

your

New

you,

perhaps

of advice

Year

happier.

I

to

First of all we service men and
women have to throw away the
contempt of the civilian which we

acquired in uniform. Silly as it
ii sounds that
super
feeling
clings. All civilians to us were
four F’s, shirkers, out to make
money in our sweat and_ blood.
Well, it is not so anymore. Ex-service men make up a good bit of
the
civilians, —_ indistinguishable,
with
civilian
problems,
civilian
clothes,

civilian

attitudes,

and

civ-

Responsibility is the keynote to
your new civilian status. Your responsibility did not end when you
risked your life on the battlefield.
Your buddy might have given. his
life there but you have to be giving yours for years yet. He did not
withhold his all - - let us not waste
our New Year neglecting our responsibility in forming our Amenrican way of life.
wonderful,

isn’t

it?

way of life is
Who

struts

like an American? In crumpled fatigue suit and dirty cap who holds
his head higher? There is less
gieed, less conciliatory measures
and
deceitful
practices in the
United States than anywhere else.

Maybe this happy condition exists

because we have more of everything, and we have not had to be

greedy and base to feed ourselves
and

our children.

reason

is, the

Whatever

American

life

the
is

a

grand life and I want my children
to have it with all the advantages
I have.
Perhaps our childrern and other
Americans who stayed in. the protected United States will not appreciate what they have. When I
first returned from France I was
bitter - - the rest of the Americans
did not experience a bombing, did
not see the battered bodies and
watch the quartermaster’s corps
bury the dead. With
the kind
counsel of some one else I began
to see that I was tryng to keep all
these things from the Americans.
Deep, deep down in my heart I
don’t begrudge these people the

sacrifices we made for them. Sometimes

the

public’s

taking for granted

to my
Still,
them
New

Our New Year of Peace should
be of greater value because of our
personal relation with years of
war. We should mkae better civ-

ilians

ilian responsibilities.

For the American

patriotism bring hot words
lips and anger to my heart.
deep, deep down,
I wish
their
Happy
(ignorant)
Year.

selfishness

in

what was pre-

served for them at such a price, and
now their forgetfulness and lagging

because

we

were

soldiers.

Our conception of honest government and politics should be purer
and clearer after these experiences.
With this conception every one

of us should enter every phase of
public life. With the infiltration
of honest citizens any corrupt organization will fail; truth and
right wall conquer.
With a brief “rest” and a “reconnaissance” on New Years let us
“fall in” and “forward march” in
1946, in a better, busier, more pro-

gressive, and

happier

New

—GraAcE

Year.
Laws

FIRST

SNOW

deep snow which is falling fast and
thick, and getting in your eyes
and up your nose, it becomes difficult to recognize the beauty of
such a soft white blanket.
Yet
when you are inside of a warm
building and
are looking
out
through a half-frosted window you
soon forget how cold and uncomfortable the snow can make you

feel.

There is something of astonabout

such

fine _ flakes,

and about how the snow can _ become so deep. There is something
of comfort in the idea that the
snow can cover the most humble
home and can make it look like a
palace.
Everything has now become a fairy land. Even the trees
which have no leaves have snow
on their branches.
The skies are
grey, but the earth is white and
bright. Because the brightness is on
the earth everyone seems
in a
mood of gaiety.
—JuLia Evans

in

1940,

war,

fan-

man _ could

United States in twenWe thought it was rethat Los Angeles was
a days journey from New

York. Recently,

the Boeing C-97,

the passenger version of the B-29,
flew the same distance in six

hours at an average speed of about
400 miles per hour. Some time
ago,

three

from Japan

B-29’s - flew

non-stop

to Washington,

D. C.,

a distance of 6500
miles.
‘That
distance is equivalent to more than
two and one half times the distance

across

the United

States,

or

to one quarter of the way around
the world. Several months ago, a
P-80 jet propelled airplane flew
Dayton,

Ohio,

to New

of 550

York

miles,

in

Although these remarkable accomplishments in speed and range
are impressive, another development of this war is equally important.
The Air Transport Command has grown into the greatest
airline in the world. The Air
‘Transport Command
has flown

personnel and

high

priority

war

freight to every corner of the
world and under the most adverse
conditions.
‘These.
accomplishments of the Air Transport Com-

mand were made

possible by tre-

mendous advances in the many
scientific fields associated with flying. ‘The Air ‘Transport Command
has proven, by consistently delivering the goods, that Aviation has
won its battle over distance and the
elements.
Postwar

aviation

can

expect

to

do all that the Air Transport Command did and more. The airplanes
operated by the Air Transport
Command are considered obsolete
by present day standards. The

Lockheed
Boeing

class of future nurses)

a business

cross the
ty hours.
markable
less than

(A first impression of a snow storm
is in the

of

outmode our pre-war concepts of
commercial aviation. For example,

from a Georgia

girl who

the impact

City, a distance
one hour.

When you have to walk over a
mile in early morning through a

ishment

Under

COMMERCIAL

tastic aeronautical developments
have occurred which completely

from

Keak
THAT

POSTWAR
AVIATION

Constellation
C-97,

already

and

the

proven

ait-

(Continued on Page 24)
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THE

LEGION

OF

THE

DEAD

Before we are cold in death?

We dreamed the bright, beautiful dreams of youth,
“Peace! Freedom

reigns at last”

These thoughts I think as I sit by the fire.
“Years of turmoil over, the holocaust of war

Now only ashes.
Now I have but to enjoy the peace and security
Of Freedom.”
“But what is this?
The room is filled with dead men staring blankly at me
Out of eyeless, bleached white skulls.
Their bones rattle a ghastly accompaniment as the
sepulchral chorus rises.
“Peace? Security?
How can you, sitting there alive and warm,
Say that to us?
Freedom reigns?
Oh, how wrong you are!
Freedom, when the world is rampant
With evil, and hate, and prejudice?
How
can you sit there with good red_ blood
coursing through your veins —
And say that to us?
We who are dead, who gave our strong young bodies
for it —
We know about Freedom!
We who lay on foreign soil
While our blood soaked into the earth
‘And colored the waters of the seas —
Ask us about Freedom!”
The smell of death is all about me.
Terrible bony fingers point at me —
Mockingly, accusingly.
“No, you can’t sit back and enjoy Freedom —
Or it will escape you.
We gave all we had to give for Freedom —
Now your fight must begin.
You must struggle against those who would oppress.
You must beat down blind, senseless prejudice.
You must teach others to love, not hate - - to know
the right from evil.
You must press Freedom to your heart —

Clutch it tightly with both hands!
Is that too much to ask?
We cannot rest in our foreign graves
And watery tombs
Till we know that Fieedom is secure!

Have we felt the bullets and knives
Twisting, tearing, and blasting out our lives —
For nothing?
Have we left our children fatherless
To see a world that forgets why we died
Page
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ven as you do.
But we gave them up for you.
We died for you and Fredom!
Is it too much to ask

‘hat you live for us and for Freedom?
The specters fade and the last hoarse moan dies away.
I am alone again — alone with my thoughts.
Wherever I

go,

That Legion of Dead will go —
Reminding me to remember.
—Mary
Ka
ee
INDIA

TO

CorrerMAN

AMERICA

Predictions affirm that 1946 will be a good year
for India, that she will start toward achieving her independence, and that she may attain it very soon.
Phiroze Nazir, native of India familiar to University
of Dayton

audiences, thinks

this.

Nazir will soon be

discharged from the U. S. Army, having made an admirable record with his engineering skill.

When

he

last spoke here, Nazir left a few thoughts with us
grouped under the heading “In Search of Peace:”

If the human race is seeking for peace, each man
must emancipate his own heart to find self-sincerity.
%

*

%

Man must lift the Screen of Blindness to man
and open his heart in recognition of God’s other
creations.
*%

*

%

Man must develop Peace of Mind
ing Peace for all mankind.
%

*

Man’s acceptance of God
his own heart.

before achiev-

*

must

be from

within

MINPUS
Ah,

here

it is a brand

new year

with Christmas gone, my _ bank
roll, too, and everyone is already
madly breaking those much needed
resolutions.

Now

take

me,

for

in-

stance. I firmly resolved to keep all
my little secrets to myself so —
the UD Joes and Janes would love
me more. But when I think of
what I know about - - - - well, anyway, I think you dig me.
Speaking of resolutions,
how
about
some
that other people
made? I hear that Jeanne Warman
has resolved to stop pinching everyone within reach, and that Maggie H. and Gracie B. have decided
to become more sociable in the
near future. Jack Gosiger purchased
a car radio so he won't have to
sing for his dates and Ted Aponyi
has cut his beer ration per night
from
five to three and
Fred
Henne with much gusto joins Ted.
M. Crutcher firmly determines to
cut down

on

those

little

Camels,

and Jack Dawson resolves to stop
the circular motion of those big
blue eyes at the females.
Danny

G., through a Kleenex, says he resolves never to get the flu right before Christmas; Jean LeBoeuf resolves not to drive the women
students in the lounge mad with
her Hong Kong Blues.
Joe Mori
decided to stop “keex-ing” everyone he greets, and Vinnie Parlett
resolves to put that lovable grin
away and give the other boys a
chance. Marianna Riepenhoff_ resolves to see her doc about that
cough she attributes to her cold!
Louie
Sacksteader firmly _ states
that the Army will never get him
(yea! Navy).
June Schwinn
re
solves to let her hair grow for a
change and Jeanne Smith decides
it’s time to do her own homework;

Harriet Theodose agrees to be sat-

UT URS

do less this next year in the way of
hard work

and

worry;

Wood, after riding
self-operating elevator
to, lazily resolves to
staled in her future

The

dazzle-dust

Mary

Beth

that smooth
at the Lorethave one inlove-nest.

glows

brightly

around Dean Kuhns and her glamor G.I. They seem to be oblivious
of everyone else in their pathway
to the stars. Have you heard the
news? Miriam Boam is no longer
Miss.
Sigh.
That
lucky man.
And it looks as if Maggie Hickey

getters. It takes at least one full
Saturday afternoon to decorate the
Loretto, go after the food, set up
the chairs, tables, or take the chairs

down on the dance floor, and practically a million other things that
need to be done in order to present
a decent entertainment. Without
this effort that is put forth by
these workers, the Hangar just
wouldn’t exist.
As a matter of
fact, Elly was the originator of the
Hangar, whose purpose is to afford
a place on Sunday for the students

of UD and their friends.

were soon to shed the title of Miss,

exactly

too.

something

How about that certain some-

thing on that third
hand? Huh, Don?

finger,

left

“Hup to!” will be ringing in the
ears of soon-to-be privates Joe
Wack and Tony Portilla. Hope
ROTC has helped, fellows.
Janet Meyer joins Alice Miller
in her plea for bigger and better
roads to Cinci. The reason? Doug’s
going to U. C. No more need be
said.
Gee - - - Mary Wolfley fares well
in the receiving of gifts. Ooh!
That neat Ronson! Ooh! That neat
cig case! Ooh! That neat lil’ gal!
‘There may be some pretty blind
people around our campus, but
even they realize the work that
certain
persons,
namely
Elly
Kurtz,

Kenny

Trimbach,

Rita

Mc-

Garry, and Bill Gregor do. There
are examples of their efforts almost
everywhere in our school activities.
Take the Flyers’ Hangar, for example. Did you ever happen to realize just how much work and time
it takes to put over one of those
affairs? Very few of the people who
haven’t actually participated in the

isfied with her ’41 Chevvy and let

getting together of a program real-

the thoughts of that new car go for
a few months. Bonnie Winkleman
wearily sighs and says that she will

ize just what goes on and_ the
quantity of much _ needed sleep
and time that is lost by these go-

been

easy

to

It hasn’t

work

out

for two programs each

month for the past year. At one
meeting of the women students,
volunteers were asked for by the
members of the Hangar board to
do various odd jobs such as work
behind the pop counter, work on
decorations,

make

sandwiches,

etc.

The persons at the said meeting
had their opinions as to the correction of the Hangar, but were unwilling to offer their help to improve it. Soooooo — Kurtz and
Kenny, Rita and Bill work on with
their meager help, trying to present
an evening of good clean fun twice
a month

for the UD

crowd,

while

the passive students
gaily trip
down to the Hangar to enjoy the
evening
prepared
for
them.
“Wee-e,” say the four with a sigh,
“at least they all had a good time!”
‘This is all the payment they seem
to need to carry on their plans for
the

next

affair. And,

my

fine fel-

low friends, my point is this. Those
four ‘Taciturn Trojans are doing a
great job with what seems to be
super-human
energy.
But,
they
need help; they've needed it for
four months and so to start the
New
Year out right, I think they should
get that help. So how about it,
people.
Give
your
hibernating

school spirit a prod and be willing
to work on the
Hangar board
when asked. It would be greatly appreciated by all concerned.
And
Page
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by the way, the attendance of late
has been falling off. How come?
Surely Old Man
Winter hasn't
frightened the husky, healthly UD
into

students

seclusion,

or has

it?

But anyway, bundle up, put on a
bright smile, and come down to
the next Flyers Hangar. It'll be a
lot of fun.
singDave Borchers was sadly
over
blues
choo”
ing the “choo
the holidays and all because of
Ellie. Tch Tch.

They surely knew what they were

talking about when they named
January for the two-headed God,
Janus. At least, after the holidays,

my

head

feels

the size of

two.

But I guess it’s maybe because |
always have my eyes and ears and
nose in someone’s private life. But,
isn’t it thrilling to see your name
in print, even though it 1s with
some choice bit of gossip. And
blackmail

is such

fun,

too.

Heh

heh. Make more money that way.
Until next time, and trusting that

I’m still alive, ’'l be hunting and

waiting for you all to make some
ingenious and interesting move.

May you have happy final exams!
(also Heh

heh).

ee
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States to send missionaries to countries that have been devastated by
the war. The needs of the home
missions are very great too. ‘The
Church wants many young men
and women to join the ranks of
the priests and religious and help
to carry the teachings of Christto
the souls that are eagerly waiting
for the light and truth. If you do
not have a vocaton to the higher
life you can do very much by your
prayers that God will send laborers
into His vineyard and that many
souls will come to the service of
Christ.

A

NOCTURNAL

VISION

® By Frank ‘TANSEY
Just fantasy

and

nothing

more.

Right now, I recall a story told
us some years back, when I was
still in grade school, by the Sister
who taught our class. It is one of
those “believe it or not’ stories
which may be accepted or rejected
as one prefers, but which usually
contain a large element of truth.
For want of a better name, I shall
call
it
“A
Nocturnal
Vision,”

though it is far from being one of
those visions one might expect,
least of all in a convent chapel.
Strange, but true, here is the story:
The scene is laid in some obscure little convent somewhere in
the home mission field, maybe the
remote

southwest.

‘Two

days,

strangely enough, the sanctuary
lamp, regularly filled to the brim
each evening, in the morning is
found
extinguished and
__partly
dry. A half inch of oil, an inch at
the very

most,

was

sumed during the
more. The thing
say the least, and
the phenomenon
but how?

ordinarily

con-

night’s vigil, not
is puzzling, to
an explanation of
must be found,

The Sister sacristan thinks hard.
The oil is surely no different than
it has been all along, since it is
always drawn from the same general
supply, and the lamp used to burn
so well. ‘The lamp itself is intact:
not

a crack in it, and

of oil on the tile
is the key to the
the Sister more
ambush, hoping

not

a trace

floor. Where then
mystery? All day,
or less watches in
to catch the thief

in the act, for she is now convinced

that there must be some kind of
thief involved. But nothing unusual happens. Everything remains
normal. ‘Towards evening the oil
has lowered the width of a finger

or

two,

and

the tiny

flickering

flame is as vigorous as ever.
Anyhow, there has been no dayrobber. Possibly it is some nightprowler.

Once

more,

the

sacristan

goes through the routine of trimming the lamp for the night, addPage
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ing oil and renewing the wick.
She then retires to her post behind
the half-open door for further observation,

determined,

once

and

for all, to solve the mystery of the
disappearing oil. For a long time
;
. nothing, nobody, not the
slightest noise, absolute _ silence.
Ten, fifteen, thirty minutes pass
by, and still the same uninterrupted quiet, solemn silence, the stillness of the tomb,

save for the tick-

ing of the great clock in the hallway near by.
Suddenly,

just

a

tiny,

grating

sound, not unlike the scratching of

a pin.
Is it possibly a_ robber’s
saw? ‘The Sister peers in every direction, trying to reach the farthest
corner of the chapel, to penetrate
the thick darkness, thinking every
moment she sees the form of some
“monster” emerge from his obscure hiding place. Suddenly, she

looks from the sanctuary chimes to
the lamp.

There

they are!

After

having

climbed vertically along the woodpaneled wall, and made acrobatic
stunts to get on the arabesque
bracket of forged iron extending
from the wall and supporting the
lamp, two, would you believe it,

two audacious, pesky

little

mice,

creep down the chains to the lamp
proper.
‘To maintain equilibrium
on the slippery edge of the glass is
vastly different from that needed
to climb up a piece of wood. Besides that, there is the double peril
of a sea of oil and a burning torch!
But the two mice are evidently no
longer at their first experience.
They have been here before. At
this point, to the astonished gaze
of the Sister, the seemingly impos-

sible, but
place.
The

two

positively

true,

mice are now

takes
in posi-

tion, each one holding on to one
of the chain supports

of the lamp.

(Continued on Page 24)

Around
SIGMA

DELTA

Dr. Harry

Bremen,

an alumnus

December meeting of the Sigma
Delta Pi about his experiences in
the army where he served as a
major in the medical corps. Dr.
J. Molz,

S.M.,

moderator

of the Sigma Delta
the Dayton League
Education on the
given to the pre-cadet
University and how
their training.
We

Pi addressed
of Nursing
entrance test
nurses at the
it is used in

UPSILON

CHI

DELTA

economics

at the last
Delta Chi,

club,

was

Mrs.

Ruth Boes Herr of the Dayton Art
Institute. Her subject was “Flower Arrangements.”
‘The program
was prepared by Miss Suzanne
Hummert, junior home economics

student.

Special

meeting

were

guests

the

for the

vice-president,

Father Charles Collins, S.M. and
Brother Francis Molz, S.M., associate dean of the division of science.
Sister

Raphael,

M.S.C.,

is the

fac-

ulty adviser of the club.

5
INSURANCE CONFERENCE
Southern and Central Ohio insurance men held an educational

conference at the University. ‘The
conference was sponsored by the
Underwriters association and the
Ohio
Association
of
Insurance

Agents. It was in the form

of six

sessions held in the auditorium
the Albert
Emanuel
Library

of
of

the Univerity. T. A. Makley, an
alumnus of the University, was
chairman

of

the

conference

com-

mittee. Brother George W. Nagel,
S.M.,

assistant

dean

and _ acting

head of the division of business
and the faculty of the division of
business

ference.

were

Sister Agnes Immaculata, $.N.D.
de N. returned to her desk as dean
of women in January after an illness of three months. We welcome
Sister Agnes back to the University.

Dr. D. L. Leary, Brother Elmer
Lackner, S.M., and Dr. Francis J.
Molz, S.M. attended
a_ teacher-

training program meeting in Physical and Health Education at Columbus.
Miss Mary Shay, alumni secre-

tary of the University, represented

The guest speaker
meeting of Upsilon
home

Campus

FACULTY

PI

of the University spoke before the

Francis

The

the hosts

to the

con-

U. D. at a conference of the American Alumni Council at Purdue.
Rev. Edmund Baumeister, S.M.,
dean of the graduate school, attended the Marian Congress held
at the Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception in Washington.
Dr.

William

Beck,

S.M.,

and

Dr. Alfred Lonsing, S.M., professors on leave of absence with the
Institutum Divi Thomae in Cincinnati and Florida, were shown

in

a local theater on a popular science
short displaying the work of the
Institutum.
Brother Michael Bobal, $.M. and
Brother
Vincent
Wottle,
S.M.,

both on leave of absence at Ohio
State University where they are doing graduate work in chemistry,
spent the holidays at the University. Brother Bobal has been named
an associate member of the Sigma
Xi, a scientific honorary

society

Ohio State University.
Dr. Edward B. O'Leary,
sor

of

economics,

spoke

at

profes-

on

“Eco-

nomic Outlook” before the Dayton
Jobbers and Manufacturers association at the Young
Women’s
league. Dr. O’Leary was moderator
of a forum at a recent meeting of
the Dayton chapter of the Ametican Institute of Banking at the
Biltmore hotel.
When
life memberships were
presented to twenty-four nurses

of

the

Nursing
University

St.

Elizabeth

Alumnae
was

Hospital

Association

represented

William J. Wohlleben,

by

the
Dr.

$.M. who

has taught chemistry to the nurses
since the inauguration of the training school for nurses.

Kok
SOCIAL EVENTS
The general chairman for the
Flyers’ Hangar dance in December
was Miss Eleanor Kurtz. Other
students serving in various capacities on the program were Kenny
Trmbach,

Virginia

Johnston,

Mary
Cotterman,
Joseph Mori,
Rita McGarry, William
Greger,
Shirley Duerr,
Bonnie
Steltzer,
Lorraine Winckelman and Marjorie Crutcher.
The
University Women
students held their Christmas Party
in the women’s lounge the day the
holidays began. ‘The Epsilon Gamma education club was in charge
of the program with Martha Prince
as chairman. Dorothy Kuhn and
Shirley Tingle of the Alpho Rho
‘Tau coed group were in charge of
the decorations. The Phi
Chi
science club was in charge of refreshments and the Beta Upsilon

Sigma

business

club took care of

the publicity.
The University of Dayton Campus Board of Activities (Cabos)

sponsored a skating party at Skateland before the holidays. Jeannette
Stoecklein was chairman of the
committee

on

arrangements

and

she was assisted by Rita McGarry,
Jerry Risacher, and George Matejaka.
The “Turnabout ‘Tag” Dance
was sponsored by the Alpho Rho
Tau coed club of the University.
Marjorie
Crutcher
was _ general
chairman of the committee. On
the publicity committee with Myra
Boland as chairman were Phyllis
Kiefer, Margaret Ashworth, Shirley
Duerr, Marjorie Munger and Pat
Griffin. Mary Rose Keville was

head of the decoration committee
assisted

by Peggy

Hodapp,

Jean

Watkins,
Shutts,

Betty

Christine

Skelton, Margie Caporal, Ann Matson, Betty Daw, Rita McGarry,
and

Dorothy

Koester.
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CHRISTMAS

PAGEANT

THESPIANS

The University’s annual Christmas pageant was held on ‘Tuesday,
December

18 at ten

in

the

mor-

ning under the direction of Mrs.
Troy
Sears,
director
of
the
women’s chorus. A mixed chorus
of over seventy-five University men
and
women
sang _ traditional
Christmas
hymns
and
modern

carols. Soloists in the pageant were
Gertrude Nobis, Joan Sides, Jeanne
Warman,
Bonnie
Winckelman,

Vivian

James,

Mary

Cotterman,

Norman Foy, Richard Mason, and
Kenneth Trimbach. Featured in a
special number were Vesa Cornett,
Miriam Boam, Ruth Booher, and

Mary Ellen Sacksteder.
Members
of the university dancing class that
took part in a winter ballet were
Peggy Davis, Maribelle Roberts,
Esther
Funk,
Madeline
Unger,
Jeanne

Warman,

Mary

Frances

Schultz,
Prince,
O’Brien,

lores

Dorothy

Clark,

Cavanaugh,

Patty

Marion
Keim,
Martha
Wanda _
Ringo,
Pat
Colleen Mueller and Do-

Sizemore.
FOR.

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
Brother Joseph Janning, S.M.,
spoke on “China Today” at the recent meeting of the Internaional
Relations Club.
Brother Janning

has been in the Orient for the past
twenty years, teaching in the Marianist schools in Japan and China.
At present he is on the. faculty of
Chaminade High School in Dayton. The International Relations
Club News
is being published
again with Sam DeHart as the editor.

KK

DOCTOR HUTH
Dr. Edward A. Huth, university
faculty member
has announced
his candidacy for nomination as
United States senator on the democratic ticket. Dr. Huth is professor
of sociology at the University. He

holds his doctorate from the Ohio
State University and before coming to the University Dr. Huth was
professor at Notre Dame for a
number
Page
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Four one-act plays were presented by the Thespians under the
direction of Mr. Maurice Reichard.
Cast in the “Summons of Sariel”
were Patty Justice, Dan Groszewski, Rosemary Busic, Patty Ralph,
Shirley Duerr, Marianna Monty,
Vesta

Cornett,

Miriam

Boam

and

Dorothy Steinke. Those that presented “Sleeping Dogs” were Bill
Porter,
King
Bradow,
Rosemary
Coulter, Gertrude Nobis and Pat

Schulz.

“The

Haunted

Theater”

cast included Helen Vlahos, Charles Hart, Jeane Warman, Joe Hig-

gins, and Kenny ‘Trimbach. In the
“Night Court” playlet were Bill
Walsh, Joe Cunningham, George
Mitchell,

Bob

Kelly,

Bob

Buehler,

Jack Dawson and Paul Grusenmeyer.
Bonnie
Winckelman — was
named production manager of the
plays. Bonnie is president of the
Thespians.
x
STUDENT ESSAYS

planes,

are

on

order

by

It is a foregone conclusion that
the accomplishments of the Air
‘Transport Command can be duplicated and improved by the airlines,
using only the techniques and _ inventions already devised. But aircraft development and operational
techniques are still rapidly advancing. With the 5000 horsepower
motor, with new huge jet engines,
with rocket power and _ possibly
even atomic power, what will aviation be like ten years from now?
Already, aeronautical experts are
experimenting with the possibilities
of flight in the super-sonic range,

that is, above 750 miles per hour.
Before very long, we may be able
to fly at a speed equal to that produced by the rotation
of the
Earth about its axis. At 45 degrees
latitude,

of excellent

service

as a

At

the present

time,

unprece-

dented commercial airline growth
can be expected. Many superb and
efficient airplanes have been designed for the job. In a short time,

several

million

highly _ trained

Army Air Forces personnel will be
available for employment in_airline operation. From mass _production experience assimilated during
the war, the aircraft industry can
produce airplanes at lower costs
than

ever

developed

Many

facilities,

by the Army,

before.

are now

available for operation by the air-

P.

at

VISION

(Continued from Page 22)
One plunges its tail for a moment
in the oil and presents it dripping
to its companion, who eagerly imbibes the fragrant oil, apparently
delighted. But one good turn deserves

another,

and

courtesy

calls

for courtesy in return. And so the
other mouse goes through the
same procedure in favor of its hungry partner. ‘This reciprocal service
continues, tail after tail plunging
again and again into the oil, so
that one would think the
gourmands would never be satiated.
Evidently, a lot of oil is once more
going to be sacrificed to this gluttony if . . . the noise of an opening
door had not interrupted the feast.
The mice are off in a twinkle.
But

the

Sister

now

circum-

what

kind

of thieves

stances, when exploited by the airlines, will operate to reduce the

fense

she

adopted

fortunate

off

SKRALSKIS

A NOCTURNAL

craft industry.

All of these

take

ee

the air-

cargo airplane. Several other huge
transport airplanes, still in the development stage, will soon take to
the air.

could

—Epwarp

lines for commercial transport service. ‘The Fairchild C-82 holds

promise

if we

sunset and fly westward at a speed
of 710 miles per hour, we would
have perpetual sunset until our
flight ended.

deal with.

knew

she

with

had

to

henceforth

to

Just what plans of de-

passenger and freight rates to the

safeguard her oil for the silent sen-

point where the airlines can effectively compete with rail and water

apparently

tinel of the holy Eucharistic Lord,
was

not

part

of

the

transportation. A good market for

story, or I have completely forgot:

air transport service seems

ten

ly assured.

definite-

it. Queer

things

do

happen.

—FRANK

‘T'ANSEY
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